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PICTURES TO MY MOM

by Kassandra

Pictures say so much, and so many different things. That’s the only way my mom can keep in her head how I look. Pictures are the only way my mom can see for herself that I am doing good. Pictures to my mom are a way to show I really do care. Pictures to my mom are as close as we will get to each other, at least for the next year. Pictures to my mom are a way to show me that I’m holding up good, waiting for her. Pictures to my mom are a way to show her that the picture is not complete without her in it. Pictures to my mom are a way to keep her going. Pictures to my mom are a way to keep her strong. Pictures to my mom let her know that I love her. Pictures to my mom tell more than what I can say in words. And last but not least, pictures to my mom is something to give my mom to look forward to when she gets out of jail.